WORLD-LEADING MEDICAL MANIKIN MANUFACTURERS
EXCITING NEW JOINT PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT

TRUCORP SMARTMAN CPR X
TRUCORP® & SMARTMAN®/V4EMS INC
TruCorp® (Belfast, Northern Ireland) is a World Leader in the production of Anatomically
Correct Airway Management, Emergency Skill and Surgical Skill Trainers.
SmartMan/V4EMS Inc.(California USA) is a pioneering MedTech company, leading in
Educational Skills based medical training built on their proprietary high fidelity sensors
and in-house software. They blend sophisticated high fidelity manikins with accurate,
easy to understand, at-a-glance colour feedback and data analysis.
TRUCORP SMARTMAN CPR X
With a shared focus of bringing together the benefits of TruCorp’s anatomically correct
Advanced Airway Skill Trainers with SmartMan’s real time digital sensor based Training
Manikins, the result will be an exceptional CPR with Advanced Airway, Pneumothorax to
needle decompression Training product. It will provide instantaneous feedback and
realistic events which result from trainer performance.
According to SmartMan CEO, Eric Chappell PhD; the proprietary strengths of each
company will extend Learner Knowledge and enhance Skills, producing learners who
are both more confident and more competent to perform skills during a real LifeThreatening Emergency Situation.
The goal of Training Practitioners on how to enhance skills as they are being performed
on the “simulated patient” will further Research into the Science of Emergency
Response as it moves into real world implementation and practice.
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About TruCorp®
TruCorp have over 15 years’ experience within the medical simulation market. They are
committed to the development of anatomically correct products to deliver medical best
practice.
TruCorp AirSim airways are the standard for airway management training. They have
designed, engineered and produced a wide variety of training manikins for airway
management on both adults and paediatrics, ENT and Trauma skills.
About V4EMS/SmartMan
V4EMS Inc. are the creators of the award winning SmartMan range of EMS Training
Manikin Simulators. SmartMan provide incredibly accurate Feel and Response during
skills training, capturing and tracking accurate real time data which is presented and
locally stored, as well as cloud enabled.
Located in Fontana California, V4EMS produces their own state-of-the-art digital
sensors and develops their own software applications. They have won several National
and International Awards. Their products are used around the world, in Pre-Hospital and
In-Hospital. Sites include EMS, University Medical Institutions, Hospitals, Sim Centers,
Colleges, Military and Government.
For More Information, please contact;
SmartMan®: Toll Free: +877 774-4323 | Email: Info@SmartMan.Biz | Attn: SmartManTruCorp®: Tel: (0)28 9073 7281 Email: info@trucorp.com
Reference: TruCorp SmartMan Advance Airway Pneumothorax CPR Announcement

